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Introduction
An electron anti-neutrino (ν̄e) detector, In-

dian Scintillator Matrix for Reactor Anti-
Neutrinos - ISMRAN, is proposed at the
Dhruva research reactor facility, BARC,
Mumbai, for purposes of reactor monitoring
and sterile oscillation search [1]. It is a 10
× 10 array of plastic scintillator (PS) bars
with dimensions: 100 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm
and shielded with 10 cm thick Pb followed by
10 cm thick borated polythene (BP) to sup-
press the γ-ray and neutron background. The
scintillator signals are read using 3” PMTs
at both ends. A prototype detector, mini-
ISMRAN, which is 16% of the final ISMRAN
detector and using the complete shield, has al-
ready been commissioned at the reactor site.
A data acquisition system based on high sam-
pling rate waveform digitizers is being used
for pulse processing and event triggering. A
crucial step in setting up the ISMRAN dig-
ital DAQ is to perform the timestamp syn-
chronization of independent digitizer boards.
The steps performed in setting up of the ISM-
RAN DAQ and its synchronization is reported
here alongwith the subsequent tests performed
with cosmic muons.

ISMRAN digital DAQ system
ISMRAN detector is a highly segmented de-

tector with 100 PS bars, amounting to 200
PMT readouts. In such a system, setting
up a discrete module-based DAQ is tedious
and complicated. Waveform digitizers, on the
other hand, can perform all the signal process-
ing steps on each channel, using on-board FP-
GAs, simplifying the acquisition system and
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drastically reducing the power requirements.
In the case of ISMRAN, due to the need
to process faster pulses (rise time ∼2–3 ns)
from PS and for a deadtime less operation
in reactor, a high sampling rate - 500 MS/s
V1730 digitizer from CAEN [2] has been cho-
sen, which has 16 channels on each board.
A readout software, specific to the needs of
ISMRAN has been developed by modifying
the basic CAEN digiTES software. The pro-
cessed digitizer output is written in ROOT file
format. All the acquisition parameters such
as discrimination thresholds, acquisition win-
dow, pulse gating, as well as, the operation
modes such as coincidence/AND of two chan-
nels can be set using a configuration file. Two
such digitizers are currently being used for the
prototype mini-ISMRAN setup of 16 PS bars
measuring the background at the reactor site.
The remaining PS bars required for scaling
the setup to ISMRAN level are expected to
be characterized and ready for assembly by
first quarter of next year. Currently, a set of

Fig 1: Experimental setup for testing synchro-
nization of the 12 digitizer system connected in
daisy chain

12 digitizers have been tested for synchronized
operation in the laboratory environment and
will be augmented with the existing 2 digitiz-
ers to serve the final ISMRAN setup.
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Digitizer synchronization setup
and cosmic muon test

The discussion in this section is specific
to the CAEN V1730 digitizers being used in
ISMRAN. The digitizer synchronization op-
eration involves clock propagation from one
board to other to synchronize the event times-
tamps while keeping event triggering indepen-
dent. One of the digitizer boards, called the
‘master’, generates its internal clock and dis-
tributes it by the use of external clock output
connectors and clock propagation cables. The
remaining boards or ‘slaves’ are linked to the
master board clock signal through their input
connectors. Each board contains a Phase Lock
Loop (PLL) which synthesizes the board clock
either from an internal oscillator or from an
external clock reference. The PLL aligns the
phase of a Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscilla-
tor (VCXO) of the digitizers to this reference
clock. Together with a programmable phase
adjust it is possible to compensate for the in-
herent mismatch in the synthesized clock sig-
nal of each board. In addition to this, the
start time delay in operation, when going from
master to each slave board along the chain,
increases in multiples of a fixed value, and is
corrected by setting relevant values in FPGA
firmware registers.

The timing corrections on the digitizers are

Fig 2: Digitizer timestamps before synchroniza-
tion
of the order of few ns and hence require pre-
cision physical phenomena to test the adjust-
ments. One of the most readily available nat-

ural phenomena for smaller time-scale studies
are the cosmic ray muons due to their rel-
ativistic speeds. In our experimental setup
to test the synchronization, two PS bars are
placed on top of each and the top bar is con-
nected in master board while bottom one is
connected to one of the slave boards as shown
in figure 1. Two set of readings are taken,
first, before the corrections are made and sec-
ond, after the corrections. In order to trigger
on the cosmic ray muons, energy selection of
greater than 15 MeV was applied on both the
bars. ∆TTS between master and slave times-

Fig 3: Digitizer timestamps after synchronization

tamps is recorded and plotted. As seen in the
figure 2, before making the corrections each of
the slave digitizer boards has an increasingly
greater delay w.r.t master board. While af-
ter corrections for the delay, the same ∆TTS

(see figure 3) for each of the board falls at zero
with deviations at few picoseconds level.
Conclusion and Outlook

The ISMRAN digitizer based DAQ system
is fully operational and ready for data-taking.
Synchronization procedure for all the digitizer
boards is carried out successfully and verified
using cosmic muon events. The DAQ will be
further tested for efficient triggering and loss-
less acquisition, once the full stack is assem-
bled.
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